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Math shapes are  
all around us!
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"Hi, my name is Kai.
Our story starts with me in 

bad shape.  I do not  
understand shape math."
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Dad helps, "The starting point  
is just that."   "Huh?"  I say.

Dad said, "We start with a point." 

Point
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"First, draw one point and then 
another.  Connect them together  
to make a line.  Look around.  What 
line examples do you see?" asks Dad.

I reply, "The pencil is a line.    
There are lines on school papers too."

Line
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Here are more examples of lines & angles.

Angle

"Two lines meet at an angle.

Look at the sides of a pizza slice too."

angle
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Dad said, "Next, draw three points.  
Join them with lines.  This shape  
with three sides is a triangle."

Triangle

 I say, "Some signs are triangles". 
"Good", said Dad.  "Many house  
tops are triangles too!"
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Dad said, "Let`s draw four special  
dots.  We join them to make a square." 

I say, "Windows are square shape." 

Mom comes in bringing brownies and milk. 
"Brownies are square shaped too." she said. 
I say, "I didn`t know sweets could help  
me learn shape math too." 

Square

6

Each side 
is the same 
length.
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Diamond
"Turn a square to  
make a diamond shape.
Here are examples."

sign mirror

baseball diamond
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 Dad said, "Kai, please draw this smartphone 
shape.  When two sides are longer, the  
shape is called a rectangle."
I say, "This door is a rectangle too!" 
Dad replies, "You are understanding, shape 
math."

Rectangle
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Dad said, "Before we draw more shapes,  
we need to see the simple point again. 
Let`s draw round shapes with this tool.  
Here, you try!"

"I draw circles on paper using a  
compass.  Round and round I go."

Circle
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 I say, "Everyday, we see many  
circles like the sun and moon."

Dad said, "That is right!  Circles are  
useful to help us draw more shapes 
too.  Simply said,  I will show you  
how to make a five sided shape. "
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"First, we draw a circle with a compass. Then, 
cut it into 5 equal pieces with a protractor. 
Next, connect the points to draw a shape  
with 5 sides.  It is called a pentagon."

5 Sides

compass

protractor

72°

108°

pentagon

72
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Star

"We can use a  
pentagon to draw a star too."
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"We draw another circle.    
We cut it into 6 equal pieces.  
Next, we connect the points to draw a  
shape with 6 sides.  It is called a hexagon."

6 Sides

60

60°

120°
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"Bee honeycombs are hexagons."

14

I reply, "Stop signs have six sides too."
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Dad said, "Shape math helps us measure 
sizes too.  It tell us how big things are."

I say, "I learn how to use rulers in schools."

Size
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Rules

Dad said, "There is another important word,  
that sounds like ruler.  It is the word, RULE  
or function. We use the size data with  
shape math rules to describe shapes." 
I say, "HUH?"
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Area
Dad said, "There are Rules for Area.   
Area is how much surface a shape has.

For Squares and Rectangles,  
Area  is side times side.  That is,  
Area = Length X Width

Here are more Area Rules."
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"We use Area to find out things 
like ...

How much paint  
we need for a wall?"

How many tiles for 
a floor?

How much carpet for a room? 
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"Flat shapes have 2-Dimensions called 2-D.  
For example, Squares have length and width. 
The world we live in, has another dimension."

2-D

diamond
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3-D

"Real world shapes have 3-Dimensions 
called 3-D.  3-D shapes have length,  
width and height (tall)."
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Dad smiles and then points to  
the computer screen.  "A 2-D  
Triangle becomes a 3-D pyramid  
like  in Egypt and Mexico."

Pyramid
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I say, "I know what comes next.  A  
Square becomes a cube like this ice cube." 

"Excellent!  Think of building  
blocks and boxes too," replies Dad.

Cube
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Dad said, "We see 3-D Rectangles  
with cartons, tissue boxes and 
trucks." 

Rectangular
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3-D Circles are called spheres.
Buttons, balls and globes are 
spheres.

Sphere
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Cylinder

Dad said, "Shapes can be combined.   
Cylinders are circles and rectangles.   
Cans, cups and candles are cylinders."
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"A Prism is a 3-D combo of  
a triangle and a rectangle.  
A prism splits white light  
into a rainbow of colors."

Prism
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Real World Shapes

Dad recaps, "Shape math is important 
because our world is full of shapes.  
We learn math to make sense of 
all the shapes around us.  Look for 
lines, triangles, squares, diamonds  
and rectangles in this picture."
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I reply,  "Hey!  These 
shapes show their sizes too."

2 Liters1 Liter1 Liter

1/2 Kilogram

1/3 Kilogram
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Shape Game
The next time we are in the car together,  
we play the "shape Game.  We all  
take turns saying the shapes we see!"
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Space Shapes

 Dad said, “There is shape math in  
Space too!  The sun, planets and Moon  
are Spheres.  Our Earth moves around  
the sun in a squish circle shaped orbit  
called an oval.  More than just outer  
space, there is a secret about Math.”

I ask, “What is it?”

oval
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Cyber Shapes

Dad said. “Shape math is inside computers 
too. This includes your video games also!   
In game, cyber worlds are defined by  
shape math.”   I reply, “Wow!”
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Dad said,  ”In Video Games, people and  
objects move because of shape math!”
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“Before we can score, game objects interact 
with each other because of shape math.”
I say, “So there are points and lines  
behind how I score points.  Excellent!”
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I now know shape math!  Tomorrow,  
I have a math test.  I am a little nervous." 

Te
st

To
m

or
ro

w
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"Hooray!  I get an `A`!"
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"To close, shape math is awesome!
Points make lines.  Lines become shapes.
Shapes are all around us.  Wow!  With 
shape math, I better understand 
the Real and Cyber Worlds!
I am in good shape with Shape Math." 
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Shape Math
The lines of shape math are linked to the objects 
all around me.  Nature uses shapes like the circle 
spheres to make planets.  Many Digital Devices are 
rectangles on the outside.  Shape math defines the 
digital worlds inside my cybers games too.
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